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Passage:   Fans of Feathered Friends Expository 7.5 

Bird watching, or “birding,” is a hobby that uniquely brings nature to life. It is an activity that appeals to people of 
all ages. Bird watchers, or “birders,” can observe a variety of interesting birds almost anywhere at any time of the 
year. Bird habitats are found pretty much everywhere you look. They include forests, wetlands, prairies, 
rainforests, grasslands, deserts and seas all around the world. 

Birding is easy, and it is inexpensive to get started. Begin by building or purchasing a simple birdfeeder. Hang the 
birdfeeder in your backyard to attract wild birds. Keep a log or “bird book” to record the types of birds, their 
number, and the date and time of day on which you observed them. 

A field guide is a valuable tool. It helps birders identify birds by their color, size, shape and weight. Field guides 
show the field markings of male, female and immature birds. They describe bird behaviors, such as feeding, 
preening, fighting, flight and nesting. Experienced birders even learn to identify the sounds produced by birds. 

Binoculars are useful for viewing birds from a distance. Birders often hear birds perched in trees or spot them 
flying but cannot see their markings. Binoculars enable them to more easily identify birds and observe their 
behaviors, nests and young. A camera allows birders to preserve their birding experiences. 

Birding builds an appreciation and respect for wildlife and the environment. Conscientious birders avoid stressing 
or endangering birds. They protect bird habitats by staying on trails and away from nests and feeding sites. Avid 
birders thoroughly enjoy sharing their photographs and knowledge of birds with others. 
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Question Incorrect Correct Type 
1. What is this passage about?
(birding, bird watching) 

Main Idea 

2. According to this passage, what is the easiest way to start bird
watching? 
(hang a birdfeeder in your own backyard) 

Fact 

3. What is another name for a bird book that records the types of birds,
how many, and the date they were observed? 
(a log) 

Fact 

4. What enables birders to see birds in flight or those nesting in trees?
(binoculars) 

Fact 

5. To find quick information about birds’ markings or nesting habits, what
do birders often carry? 
(a field guide) 

Fact 

6. How do birders show their respect for birds?
(by staying away from nesting and feeding areas, by being careful not to 
harm the birds’ habitats,by not stressing or endangering birds) 

Fact 

7. What do birders do to preserve and share their birding experiences?
(photograph birds; take photographs/pictures) 

Fact 

8. How do birders protect the environment?
(staying on trails and stay away from nests and feeding sites) 

Fact 

9. Why do you think most birders care about protecting the environment?
(they know that they have to protect the habitat to protect the birds, they 
respect wildlife) 

Inference 

10. How would you find out if there is a bird watching club in your town?
(any logical response: check with the park district or continuing education 
program through the school district, ask other people who are interested 
in bird watching, go to a birding website on the Internet) 

Inference 

11. In difficult economic times, why is bird watching an attractive hobby?
(any logical response: it is inexpensive, you can do it anywhere year-
round, the whole family can do it together) 

Inference 

12. What does the word “conscientious” mean?
(acting on a sense of right or wrong, careful, taking care to do the right 
thing) 

Vocabulary 

Total (circle the outcome) 
Green   10-12 Correct 
Yellow  4-9 Correct 
Red       1-3 Correct

Question Type Correct Incorrect Likert Scale Rating:  _____ 
Main Idea 
Fact 
Inference 
Vocabulary 

Comments/Observations: 


